
Inside Corner   

 

Specifications: 
Length: Custom 
Width: Custom 
Height: Custom 
Weight: Custom 

Applications:
Inside corner pieces are used in conjunction with both SofRAMP
 Jr. and SofRAMP ADA edge pieces to help facilitate irregular
 shaped perimeters.

   
Outside Corner   

 

Specifications: 
Length: Custom 
Width: Custom 
Height: Custom 
Weight: Custom 

Applications:
Outside corner pieces are used in conjunction with both
SofRAMP Jr. and SofRAMP ADA edge pieces to help
facilitate irregular shaped perimeters.

   

SofRamp Jr.   

 

Specifications: 
Length: 48"
Width: 7" - 16"
Height: 1.75" - 5.00" 
Weight: 13 - 46 lbs

Applications:
Our SofRAMP Jr. is used as a perimeter edge treat-
ment for above grade installations to create a smooth
transition from the adjacent grade onto the SofTILE
surface. Use of the SofRAMP Jr. ramp piece is
required to reduce trip hazards and provide a fixed
border when alternate retaining edges, such as
concrete, are not utilized.

   
SofRamp ADA   

Specifications: 
Length: 48"
Width: 25.75" - 81"
Height: 1.75"-5.00" 
Weight: 41.75 - 231.75 lbs

Applications:
SofRAMP ADA has been designed with the necessary slope to
 provide compliance with ADA standards.

SofRAMP ADA is used in conjunction with above grade
 installations to achieve a wheelchair accessible route onto the

 

Accessories
SofSURFACES offers the widest selection of accessories to meet the specific needs of your project.

Vesatile Solutions
When designing the perimeter finish of a SofTILE installation, the preferred option is to pour a concrete curb based on the exact SofTILE height and site dimension. When pouring a
 concrete curb is not an option, SofSURFACES has designed a wide selection of accessories to meet the various edge-treatment challenges. View the accessories below and learn
 more about their specific application.

 



 surface. Our ADA ramp is typically used in a single location or
 select locations around the perimeter, in conjunction with our
 SofRAMP Jr.

SofRAMP ADA is supplied as a one, two or three-piece solution
 for ease of installation, and can be placed outside of the SofTILE
 perimeter or inset into the tile field when space is limited.

   
T-Strip   

 

Specifications: 
Length:  47.5"
Width: 5.75"
Height:  1.75"
Weight: 6.6 lbs
Color:     Available in black only 

Applications:
Any change in elevation between a newly installed SofTILE
 surface and an existing border or sidewalk can be unsightly and
 create a trip hazard. Our T-Strip edge piece provides a solution
 by creating a smooth and neat transition between elevation
 changes of up to half an inch.


